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Abstra t |A new blo k ode is introdu ed whi h is apable
of orre ting multiple insertion, deletion and substitution
errors. The ode onsists of non-linear inner odes, whi h
we all `watermark' odes, on atenated with low-density
parity- he k odes over non-binary elds. The inner ode
allows probabilisti resyn hronisation and provides soft outputs for the outer de oder, whi h then ompletes de oding.
We present odes of rate 0.7 and transmitted length 5000
bits that an orre t 30 insertion/deletion errors per blo k.
We also present odes of rate 3/14 and length 4600 bits that
an orre t 450 insertion/deletion errors per blo k.

I. Introdu tion

Most blo k error- orre ting odes are designed to orre t
errors, in whi h the transmitted symbol is repla ed by a di erent re eived symbol. The de oder must
be told (or be able to identify) the blo k boundaries. Thus,
ensuring syn hronisation of the en oder and de oder is a
ru ial element of ommuni ation systems.
For hannels that make syn hronisation errors, i.e. insertions and deletions of symbols, alternative oding methods must be used. We distinguish between two types of
odes for syn hronisation errors. First, there are odes that
dete t loss of syn hronisation and regain syn hronisation.
Su h odes do not orre t errors in blo ks orrupted by
insertions and deletions. Se ond, there are odes that an
orre t syn hronisation errors and re over the transmitted
blo k even when it is orrupted by insertion and deletion
errors. Our odes are of this se ond type.
substitution

A. Codes that regain syn hronisation

A omma-free ode has the property that if x =
and y = y y : : :yn are odewords, then none
of the overlaps
xi : : :xn y : : :yi
1<in
is a valid odeword. Hen e, if the in orre t blo k alignment
is hosen (assuming no insertion, deletion or substitution
errors), the data do not form valid odewords. Comma-free
odes allow a re eiver to resyn hronise following a syn hronisation error with a delay of at most two blo ks of data,
although blo ks orrupted by insertions and deletions are
not re overable.
Comma-free odes were originally proposed by Cri k,
GriÆth and Orgel in 1957 [1℄ as a possible en oding of
protein sequen es in DNA. They were introdu ed to the

x1 x2 : : :xn
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oding ommunity by Golomb, Gordon and Wel h [2℄ the
following year.
Some omma-free odes an also orre t substitution errors. Hat her [3℄ onstru ted omma-free odes that ould
resyn hronise and orre t a limited number of substitution
errors. Stier [4℄ and Tavares and Fukada [5℄ proposed
adding a onstant ve tor to binary y li odes (a oset
onstru tion) to reate omma-free odes with the errororre tion apability of y li odes. None of these methods
allow error- orre tion in blo ks with insertion or deletion
errors.
B. Codes that orre t syn hronisation errors

The rst odes apable of orre ting a odeword orrupted by insertions and deletions were introdu ed by Sellers [6℄. A syn hronising marker sequen e (e.g. `001') was
inserted into an outer burst-error- orre ting ode at periodi intervals. By sear hing for the markers in their
expe ted positions, the de oder ould dete t and subsequently orre t single insertions or deletions between su essive markers. Multiple syn hronisation errors ould be
orre ted by using longer markers, at the expense of added
redundan y.
Most subsequent work on insertion/deletion orre ting
odes has fo used on the number-theoreti onstru tions
employed by Levenshtein [7℄, [8℄, [9℄, [10℄, [11℄. Levenshtein
proved that these odes ould orre t single insertions and
deletions under the assumption that the odeword boundaries were given, and gave a de oding algorithm.
Levenshtein also al ulated asymptoti bounds on the
number of odewords in a ode apable of orre ting up to
s insertion/deletion errors as the ode length n ! 1. Ullman [12℄ produ ed bounds on the rate of odes apable of
orre ting n insertion/deletion errors in a blo k of length
n, as n ! 1. In a paper published in 1969, Zigangirov [13℄
obtained improved lower bounds on the hannel apa ity
by onsidering sequential de oding of a tree-type of onvolutional ode [14℄. He also found a omputational uto
rate above whi h the expe ted ost of sequential de oding
of these odes is in nite. These bounds are illustrated in
gure 15. Our odes an a hieve a small probability of
error at rates above the lower bounds of Ullman and Levenshtein, and above the omputational uto rate.
Re ently, S hulman and Zu kerman [15℄ des ribed how
to onstru t on atenated odes that are asymptoti ally
good for hannels with insertions, deletions, and transpositions, and that are polynomial-time en odeable and deodable. The inner ode of their on atenated ode is onstru ted and de oded by brute for e, and has a blo klength

that s ales as log N , where N is the outer ode length.
While it is true that these odes an be en oded and deoded in time polynomial in N , they appear to be more of
theoreti al than of pra ti al importan e. No pra ti al performan e urves are given by S hulman and Zu kerman,
so we have not been able to ompare the odes we present
with theirs. The de oding omplexity of our odes is of
order N log N .
C. Outline of paper

In se tion II we des ribe a new onstru tion of odes for
the orre tion of syn hronisation errors. An inner ode is
used to infer the position of insertion/deletion errors and an
outer ode orre ts errors aused by substitutions, deletions
and mis-identi ed syn hronisation errors. We use a lowdensity parity- he k ode as the outer ode be ause these
odes are able to make use of soft inputs (likelihood ratios), and be ause low-density parity- he k odes appear to
be the best known pra ti al odes for the rates and blo klengths needed here [16℄, [17℄, [18℄. We all the resyn hronising inner odes `watermark odes'. Watermark odes are
suitable for a broad lass of insertion/deletion hannels. A
simple hannel model is introdu ed in se tion III.
A detailed des ription of the en oding and de oding of
watermark odes is given in se tions IV and V respe tively.
Se tion VIII-C examines the syn hronisation performan e
of watermark odes and presents bounds on the apa ity
of insertion/deletion hannels.
The empiri al performan e of watermark odes on atenated with low-density parity- he k odes is shown in se tion VI. We present odes with overall rate 0.7 and blo klength 5000 bits that a hieve a blo k error rate of 10 for
re eived blo ks orrupted by an average of 14 syn hronisation and 14 substitution errors per blo k. Rate 3/14 odes
of length 4600 bits are shown orre ting over 450 syn hronisation errors per blo k, a hieving a blo k error rate of
10 .
Se tion VII dis usses eÆ ient implementation of the deoding algorithm and the design of good watermark odes.
Finally, se tion VIII outlines several promising areas for
future work.
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II. Outline of watermark

odes for

syn hronisation

marker odes, syn hronisation is regained by inserting or
deleting symbols (as appropriate) in se tions that su er
from syn hronisation errors. This resyn hronisation pro edure typi ally produ es a burst of substitution errors. In
a watermark ode, the `marker' is distributed uniformly
throughout the blo k and syn hronisation is re overed using the sum-produ t algorithm. Marker odes an be seen
as a spe ial ase of watermark odes.
Imagine, rst, that the re eiver knows the message being
transmitted. In this ase, the problem of identifying where
the insertions and deletions o urred is easier to formulate.
This problem is losely related to that of generating alignments of biologi al sequen es and, more generally, to the
notions of string similarity and edit distan e [20℄, [21℄, [22℄,
[23℄. We an solve the problem optimally and eÆ iently using the sum-produ t algorithm.
Take, as an example, the following transmitted and reeived strings, where we label the positions with letters:
Index: ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Transmitted: 01001010011100101111010001
Re eived: 01001010111011011111010001
In this ase the re eiver might on lude that there has been
a deletion at position `H' or `I', a substitution in position
`N', and an insertion somewhere between positions `Q' and
`U' (of ourse, we must assign probabilities to insertion,
deletion and substitution events to quantify this on lusion).
Now, if the sender were to make a few substitutions
to the agreed string before transmission then the re eiver
ould still retain syn hronisation but would infer extra substitution errors. Substitutions in an agreed string thus provide a means of ommuni ating information. Watermark
odes exploit this idea. The message to be ommuni ated
is onverted to a sparse string (the density of the sparse
string determines the rate of the watermark ode) whi h is
then added modulo 2 to an agreed `watermark' string. The
de oder re eives the modi ed watermark string further orrupted by hannel insertions, deletions and substitutions,
and attempts to identify the position of syn hronisation
errors. On e this is done the de oder an report a noisy
version of the sparse string (to be pre ise, the de oder returns a likelihood fun tion over the sparse strings).
As in the example above, the pre ise position of the synhronisation errors annot be determined exa tly. We prote t the sparse string with an outer ode that allows us to
re over the original message.
Before des ribing watermark odes in more detail, we
introdu e a model of an insertion/deletion hannel with
substitutions. We expe t watermark odes to be useful for
a large lass of hannels, subje t to appropriate modi ations of the de oding algorithm.

We break down the de oding problem into two parts.
First, we identify, as best we an, where the insertions and
deletions o urred. We do this using an inner ode that
allows us to infer the position of syn hronisation errors.
The output of this inner ode is expe ted to have several
residual errors from mis-identi ed syn hronisation errors
and the un orre ted substitution errors. Se ond, an outer
ode orre ts the remaining errors.
The key idea in the inner ode is to provide a arrier
signal or `watermark' for the de oder. If there are syn hronisation errors then the de oder identi es dis ontinuities
in the arrier signal and dedu es the presen e of the errors. This idea is similar to that of marker odes [6℄, [19℄ We onsider a binary hannel des ribed by three paramewhi h insert a known pattern at regular intervals. Using ters: P , P and P , whi h ontrol the rates of substitutions,
III. Channel model
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insertions and deletions [13℄. We imagine the transmitted
bits ti entering a queue, waiting to be transmitted by the
hannel. At ea h hannel use, one of three events o urs.
With probability P a random bit is inserted into the reeived stream. With probability P the next queued bit
is deleted. With probability P = (1 P P ) the next
queued bit is transmitted, i.e. put into the re eived stream,
with a probability P of su ering a substitution error. The
hannel is represented in gure 1. Under this model, the
burst length of an insertion event has a geometri distribution. For omputational onvenien e we will generally
impose a maximum insertion length I .
In the dis ussion that follows we will assume that P
= P , so that the expe ted length of the re eived string
is equal to the transmitted
length (ex ept for a orre tion
due to I of order P I ).
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IV. En oding

The on atenation of watermark odes with low-density
parity- he k odes is outlined in gure 2. Using a lowdensity parity- he k ode we rst en ode the message m of
length KL q-ary symbols into a ve tor d of length NL. We
use low-density parityhe k odes [24℄, [25℄ de ned over
the eld GF (q = 2k ) [16℄ be ause they are good odes and
an easily utilise the soft information provided by the inner
ode.
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Fig. 2. Overview of watermark ode onstru tion

Fig. 1. Insertion/Deletion hannel with probabilities Pi, Pd and Pt of
insertions, deletions and transmissions. The `Insert' state inserts
We de ne the density of a binary ve tor x as h(x)=l(x),
a single random bit. The `Transmit' state makes a fra tion Ps of
substitution errors.
where h(x) is the Hamming weight of x and l(x) is the

If we impose an upper limit I on the number of onse utive insertions then we an write out the hannel model
expli itly. Ea h input bit ti gets mapped to between 0 and
I + 1 output bits, a ording to the probabilities in table I.
Insertions Deletions Substitutions Probability
0
1
P
0
0
0
P (1 P )
0
0
1
PP
1
1
IP P
1
0
0
I P P (1 P )
1
0
1
IP P P
...
...
...
I
1
I (P )I P
I
0
0
I (P )I P (1 P )
I
0
1
I (P )I P P
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Expli it emission probabilities for insertion/deletion
hannel model with geometri
lengths.
a

I

distribution of inserted

= 1=(1 (Pi )I ) is a normalising

onstant to take

ount of the maximum inserted length,

entering the

hannel results in between

I.

Ea h bit ti

0 and I insertion

events followed by either the transmission or deletion of

ti .

A fra tion

Ps

of transmission events suffer substitution
error.

length of x. A ve tor with density less than 1/2 is said to
be sparse.
The low-density parity- he k odeword d is transformed
into a sparse binary ve tor s: we hoose some nk> k and
map ea h q-ary symbol of d into one of the 2 lowestdensity binary ve tors of length n using a lookup table.
We denote the mean density of the sparse ve tors by f .
The overall blo klength of the ode is N := nNL and the
rate of the ode is KNLL  nk .
The sparse ve tor s is added, modulo 2, to the watermark
string w (whi h is known to both en oder and de oder) to
produ e the transmitted ve tor t. The watermark string
provides the syn hronisation apability of the ode so it is
important that lo al translations of the watermark string
are easily identi ed. Useful hoi es of w in lude random
and run-length limited sequen es.
The watermark (inner) de oder pro esses the noisy reeived ve tor r and produ es a set of NL likelihood fun tions, one for ea h symbol of the low-density parity- he k
odeword d. These likelihoods initialise the outer de oding
algorithm.
V. De oding

We model the re eived ve tor as having been produ ed
by a hidden Markov model (HMM), i.e. we ignore the orrelations between substitutions that are aused by the onstru tion of s and the stru ture in the outer low-density
parity- he k odeword. These orrelations ould be taken
into a ount, at an in reased omputational ost. Given

these simplifying assumptions, the optimal solution to the
syn hronisation problem uses dynami programming (the
forward-ba kward algorithm), as we now des ribe.
We de ne the syn hronisation drift, xi , at position i to
be the (number of insertions) (number of deletions) made
by the hannel from the rst transmitted bit t to the point
where bit ti is ready to be transmitted. Expli itly, if bit
ti is not deleted then it appears in the re eived stream
as ri xi . The sequen e fxig will form the hidden states
of a hidden Markov model [26℄. We expe t xi to perform
a random walk; if P and P are equal then this walk has
mean zero and varian e that grows linearly with i.
The syn hronisation task an be onveniently represented on a latti e. In gure 3 the re eived ve tor is pla ed
along the top and the transmitted ve tor is pla ed down the
side. In this representation, deletions are indi ated by verti al lines, insertions by horizontals, and transmissions by
diagonals. A path that passes through the point (i; j ) assoiates re eived bit rj with watermark bit wi (or with a bit
inserted between wi and wi ). A diagonal (transmission)
step from (i ; j ) to (i ; j ) de nes the drift xi2 = (j i ).
Re eived bits
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The transition matrix entry Pab ontains the prior probability P (xi = bjxi = a). Su h a transition an o ur in
two ways: either the hannel makes (b a + 1) insertions
and deletes transmitted bit ti , or the hannel makes (b a)
insertions and transmits ti . In general there are two ontributions to Pab . In both ases (b a +1) bits are emitted
by the hannel. Thus:
+1

8
>
>
>
>
<
Pab = >
>
>
>
:

P : b=a 1
+ : b=a
) : a<b<a+I
I ((P )b a P + ( )
( ) : b=a+I
0 : otherwise.
(2)
where I = 1=(1 (P )I ).
The transition from (xi = a) to (xi = b) results in
the emission of (b a + 1) bits. We an de ne and
by Pab  P + P , where is the probability of making
(b a +1) insertions, and is the probability of making (b
a) insertions. We an write down Qiab (s), the onditional
probability of emitting the string s given the transition
(xi = a) to (xi = b). Note that the Qi values depend on
the watermark bit wi :
d
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8
<
Qiab (s) =
:

Pd =2b a+1 + Pt (1 Pf )=2b a
Pab
Pd =2b a+1 + Pt Pf =2b a
Pab

:
:

s = wi
s = wi  1

(3)
where s := sb a P is the re eived bit asso iated with watermark bit wi . s Qiab(s) = 1, where the summation is
over all binary strings s of length (b a + 1).
+1

Fig. 3. Latti e representation of syn hronisation. The solid line B. Inner De oding
shows one possible alignment of the re eived bits with the watermark bits. There is an insertion (horizontal line) after the rst
The obje tive of the inner de oding algorithm is to outbit, a deletion of the fourth bit, and a substitution error at the
put a likelihood fun tion over ve tors d, P (rjd; H), whi h
seventh bit.
A. Hidden Markov Model

The model is parameterised by: the hannel parameters
tors f ; and by
the hoi e of watermark ve tor w. We assume the sparse
bits of s are independent and identi ally distributed. It
will be useful to denote the e e tive substitution rate, the
probability that a bit transmitted by the hannel is not
equal to the orresponding watermark bit, by
P := f (1 P ) + (1 f )P :
(1)
The parameters will olle tively be denoted H. We use the
hannel model outlined in se tion III.
States xi in the model take values in the alphabet
X := f: : : ; 2; 1; 0; 1; 2; : : :g. Ea h transmitted bit produ es from 0 to I + 1 re eived bits. Hen e, if xi = a then
xi must take values in fa 1; : : : ; a + I g, representing the
range from a deletion event (xi xi = 1) to an insertion
of I bits followed by transmission of ti (xi xi = I ).

Pi , Pd , Ps ; the mean density of the sparse ve

f

s

s

+1

+1

+1

an be used by the outer low-density parity- he k de oder.
We ignore the orrelations in the likelihood fun tion and
al ulate the symbol-by-symbol likelihood P (rjdi ; H) via a
forward-ba kward algorithm using the HMM des ribed in
the previous se tion. De ne the forward quantity Fj (y) :=
P (r ; : : : ; rj y ; xj = yjH), the probability that the drift
at position j is y and that the rst (j 1+y) bits emitted by
the hannel agree with r. Similarly, the ba kward quantity
Bj (y) := P (rj y ; : : : jxj = y; H) denotes the probability of
emitting the tail of r given a drift of y at position j . Then
X
P (rjdi ; H) =
Fi (xi )P (r ; xi+ jxi ; di ; H)Bi+ (xi+ )
xi ; xi+
(4)
where i = n  i and i = n  (i +1), i.e. di is en oded into
the n sparse bits (si ; : : : ; si+ ). r denotes the re eived
bits (r i xi ; : : : ; r i+ xi+ ).
Be ause a transmitted bit results in an unknown number
of re eived bits, we use an output probability distribution
that depends on the transition from xi to xi rather than
on the state xi . The output distributions Q are given in
1

1+

+

0

+

1

(

+

)

(

+

0

1)

1

equation 3. Thus the forward quantities are al ulated as
follows:

D. Outer de oding

The likelihoods (4) are used to initialise the low-density
parity- he k de oder. The un ertainty asso iated with the
Fj (y) =
Fj (a)Pay Qjay (rj a ; : : : ; rj y ) (5) likelihood is time-varying, with greatest un ertainty in the
vi inity of insertion and deletion events. The sum-produ t
a y I
algorithm for the low-density parity- he k de oding makes
Cal ulation of the ba kward quantities is handled similarly. appropriate use of this soft information.
The bits of the sparse ve tor s are not independent: the
sparse bits (si ; : : : ; si+ ) are determined by the value of E. A quiring syn hronisation
di . For ea h possible value of di we al ulate the likelihood
When de oding watermark odes, it may be ne essary to
P (r ; xi+ jxi ; di ; H) by xing (si ; : : : ; si+ ) a ording to re over lost syn hronisation or to start de oding a stream
di and performing a forward pass between xi and xi+ . In with unknown syn hronisation. For example, if onse utive
this pass wi  si is known, so all substitution errors are due blo ks fail to de ode we should suspe t global loss of synto the hannel. Hen e the emission probabilities are as per hronisation. The method used to re over syn hronisation
equation 3 with wi repla ed with wi  si and P with P . is the same as that des ribed in se tion V-C for nding the
To redu e omplexity, we limit the maximum allowed end of a blo k during normal de oding; the di eren e lies
drift: jxi j  x , although this ondition an be relaxed in the initial onditions for the forward/ba kward passes.
(see se tion VII-A). We hoose x to be several times In pra ti e, syn hronisation an be maintained well beyond
larger than the standard deviation ofpthe syn hronisation the noise level at whi h the outer de oder fails.
drift over one blo klength, given by NP =(1 P ) [18℄. To nd the blo k boundary, we pro eed as follows. We
hoose some arbitrary position in the re eived stream to
The de oding omplexity is proportional to Ix .
In prin iple, the forward/ba kward passes an be per- have index 0. We assign uniform priors to the transmitted
formed over all of the re eived data at on e. To redu e de- blo k positions of the zeroth and 2N th re eived bits by
oding delay, we de ode the inner ode one blo k at a time initialising the forward and ba kward passes as follows:
using a sliding window on the re eived data. The de oder

infers the position in the re eived stream of blo k bound1=N if N=2  n < N=2 (7)
aries (as des ribed in the next subse tion) and slides the
F n (n) =
0
otherwise
de oding window a ordingly. The window is an hored at
8
< 1 if 2N N=2   n
the most likely start-of-blo k position. As the hannel gets
< 2N + N=2 + 
B N n (n) =
(8)
noisier, syn hronisation be omes more diÆ ult and the er: 0 otherwise
ror in the identi ation of the blo k boundaries in reases. If
the a umulated errors ex eed x then the de oder annot resyn hronise the re eived stream and de oding fails. where  = 2x (say). We perform forward-ba kward
We prote t against su h atastrophes by providing a me h- de oding from position 0 to 2N in the re eived stream, to
anism for dete ting and orre ting gross loss of timing, as infer the most likely value of xN :
dis ussed in subse tion V-E.
P (xN = yjr) / FN (y)BN (y):
(9)
When performing sliding window de oding, it is omputationally onvenient to run the forward pass several (e.g. The method is shown graphi ally in gure 4.
5) multiples of x beyond the expe ted position of the When syn hronisation is lost, the de oder an usually
blo k boundary and to initialise the ba kward pass from restri t attention to a narrow range of possible syn hronithe nal forward values.
sations entred on the last known value, rather than using
the
broad priors des ribed above.
C. Sliding window de oding
Figure 5 shows the logarithm of the unnormalised posteIf the de oder is not told the position of the blo k rior probability FN (y)BN (y) as a fun tion of the distan e
boundaries, that position an be inferred. The most from the inferred start of the next blo k (i.e. N + y) to
likely value of the drift at the end of the blo k, x^N := the true position. The results are for a watermark ode of
argmaxy FN (y)BN (y), is used to slide the de oding length 2000 bits with a sparse ve tor s of density 0:125, and
window to the start of the following blo k.
a hannel with P = 0. Using su h a watermark ode onWe move the zero point of our re eived stream by (N + atenated with a rate 1/2 inner ode over GF (8), we an
x^N ) positions. The quantities F are shifted a ordingly: ommuni ate reliably if P < 0:05. The orre t syn hronisation is still easily identi able for P = 0:1 (the noise

F
(
y
+
x
^
)
:
j
y
+
x
^
j

x
level at whi h de oding be omes unreliable for inner odes
N
N
N
F (y)

0 : otherwise
of rate 1/10). Even for P = 0:2, although there is usually
(6) a small error in the identi ation of the blo k boundary,
where is a normalising onstant su h that Py F (y) = the errors in the inferred drift are bounded to within  20
1. The de oder an then pro eed to syn hronise the next by the exponential drop in posterior probability away from
blo k.
the true blo k boundary.
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Fig. 4. Resyn hronisation (s hemati diagram). We initialise the
forward and ba kward passes as given in equations 7 and 8. Using
two blo ks of re eived data, the forward-ba kward algorithm is
used to al ulate the posterior probability of the position in the
re eived stream of the start of the next blo k. In this example
N = 500;  = 100, and the assumed zero point is lose to the true
start of blo k. The true path is emphasised. The other dotted
lines represent samples from the prior. The position of the end
of the blo k is orre tly identi ed as position 468 in the re eived
stream.

It is also possible to regain syn hronisation using a
Viterbi algorithm along a narrow orridor in the latti e.
If the orridor does not ontain the true path, the probability of the Viterbi path will be similar to that for a
random transmitted stream. On the other hand, if the orridor does ontain the true path, the Viterbi path will have
larger probability, whi h is easily dete table. Su h methods
might be useful for a rough estimate of the syn hronisation,
but we do not expe t the estimates of the Viterbi algorithm
to be as useful as the sum-produ t approa h. Viterbi paths
are often not `typi al' paths, in that the number of insertions, deletions and transitions may vary signi antly from
the expe ted and true ounts. The sum-produ t algorithm
is the orre t algorithm for inferring the syn hronisation.
Nevertheless, at lower noise levels the Viterbi method is
generally good enough for resyn hronisation and o ers a
heaper alternative to the sum-produ t algorithm.
The noti eable di eren es between the pointwise synhronisation estimates obtained with the sum-produ t algorithm and the orresponding Viterbi path are illustrated
graphi ally by gure 6. The probability density generated
by the sum-produ t de oder is ompared with the Viterbi
path and the true path. Noti e how mu h straighter the
Viterbi path is than the true path.
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Fig. 5. Using a uniform prior over possible syn hronisation points
( start of blo k), the forward-ba kward algorithm is used to
al ulate a posterior distribution. Horizontal axis: distan e from
inferred start of blo k to true start of blo k. Verti al axis: log
(base e) probability (not normalised) of the inferred start of blo k.
Results are shown for several hoi es of Pd, in reasing from top to
bottom. The orre t syn hronisation is easily determined (with
a small margin of error), even when the probability of insertion
and deletion is 20%. Pf = 0:125, blo klength 2000 bits.
i.e.

VI. Experiments and results

A. Simulation method

The performan e of watermark odes was tested by simulation as follows. A low-density parity- he k ode of length
NL over GF (q = 2k ) and a sparseness parameter n > k
were hosen. A binary pseudorandom watermark ve tor w
of length NL  n was reated.
For onvenien e, we avoided expli itly generating lowdensity parity- he k odewords when simulating watermark odes by using the following pro edure. A long random string d of q-ary symbols was generated. This string
was translated via the lookup table to a sparse string s and
added to the watermark ve tor (whi h repeated every nNL
bits) to produ e the transmitted string. The watermark

P(drift)

Code
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
4999

4900

N

2500
3000
4662
4995
4000
4002
4662
4662
6000

Position

Parameters of

R

0.40
0.33
0.21
0.71
0.50
0.50
0.21
0.21
0.05

NL

KL k n

500
500
666
999
800
667
777
666
1000

TABLE II

250
250
333
888
500
500
333
333
100

on atenated watermark

this paper. For ea h

4
4
3
4
4
4
3
3
3

5
6
7
5
5
6
6
7
6

rw

0.80
0.67
0.43
0.80
0.80
0.67
0.50
0.43
0.50

odes reported in

ode we report: transmitted

N ; overall rate, R; transmitted
ode, NL ; sour e blo klength of
outer ode, KL ; bits per symbol of outer ode, k (outer
ode is defined over GF (2k ) and has transmitted
blo klength k  NL bits); sparseness parameter n; rate of
watermark ode rw := k=n.
blo klength in bits,

4800

blo klength of outer
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4700

0
10

ion drift

Synchronisat

Fig. 6. Comparison of Viterbi path (solid) and true path (dashed) to B. High-rate watermark odes
the pointwise densities al ulated by the sum-produ t algorithm
Figure 7 shows the de oding a ura y of ode D, a
for a short se tion of a blo k. Insertion/deletion probabilities:
Pd = Pi = 0:1; substitution probability:Pf = 0:35.
N = 4995, K = 3552 on atenated watermark ode, as

de oder returned a distribution for ea h q-ary symbol. Let
d^i : GF (q) ! IR be the distribution returned for symbol di . The i'th noise symbol for the low-density parityhe k ode was de ned to be ni := di argmaxa(d^i (a))
and the distribution for the i'th noise symbol was then
n^ i (a) := d^i (a + di ni ) (arithmeti in GF (q)). The lowdensity parity- he k de oder then performed syndrome deoding using the distributions fn^ig for ea h symbol i.
The drift was set to zero at the start. A ontinuous
stream of re eived bits was supplied to the de oder and
for subsequent blo ks the de oder was fully responsible for
retaining syn hronisation. Typi al umulative syn hronisation error at the end of every blo k was 1 bit, even
after many thousands of blo ks had been de oded. For
de oding to be possible, syn hronisation errors must remain bounded. Very o asionally, syn hronisation errors
a umulated and several blo ks in a row were in orre tly
de oded. In all ases, in reasing x and performing a
se ond sum-produ t de oding (see se tion V-E) su essfully regained the lost syn hronisation.
For high-rate low-density parity- he k odes (e.g. rate
0.7) syn hronisation was never lost. In this regime fewer
errors an be orre ted by the low-density parity- he k deoder and hen e, for hannels over whi h ommuni ation is
possible, syn hronisation is very well determined. Resynhronisation errors made by the watermark de oder are
typi ally aused by the displa ement of insertion/deletion
events by one or two positions.
Table II shows the parameters of all odes whose performan e is reported in this paper.
max

a fun tion of the hannel parameters. The ode was onstru ted from a rate 8/9 low-density parity- he k ode over
GF (16) [17℄. Ea h symbol was mapped to 5 bits of s, whi h
made the density of the sparse ve tor 0.3125. A blo k error
rate of less than 10 was a hieved for insertion/deletion
probability 1:5  10 and hannel substitution error rate
less than 3  10 . At these noise levels there are an average of 14 syn hronisation and 14 substitution errors per
blo k.
Results are shown for several settings of the hannel substitution rate P . In reasing P a e ts the performan e
smoothly, as suggested by the entropy surfa e ( gure 14).
For the ommon ase of hannels with substitution rates
mu h less than the density of s, syn hronisation performan e is not signi antly a e ted. The e e t of hannel
substitutions is to in rease the entropy of the input to the
low-density parity- he k de oder. As a result, the degradation in performan e as P in reases is omparable to
that for a binary symmetri hannel with in reasing noise,
with the insertion/deletion errors adding an e e tive ba kground noise level. Subsequent results are quoted for hannels without substitution errors.
3

3

3

s

s

s

C. Lower-rate watermark odes

For lower-rate watermark odes, mu h higher rates of insertions, deletions and substitutions an be tolerated. By
redu ing the rate of the watermark ode we an redu e the
density of s, making it easier to identify insertion/deletion
errors. For example, with an outer ode over GF (16) the
density of s an be almost halved (from 0.31 to 0.17) by
redu ing the rate of the watermark ode from 0.8 to 0.5. In
gure 8 the performan es of various watermark odes are
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Fig. 7. Blo k error rate as a fun tion of insertion/deletion probabilities Pd = Pi, for several hoi es of substitution probability Ps . Fig. 8. Performan e of on atenated watermark odes. The full
parameters of the odes are given in table II. Codes from left
Inner ode: Watermark ode with n = 5. Outer ode: Regular
to right: Code D, rate 0.71; Codes E and F, rate 1/2; Codes G
low-density parity- he k ode over GF (16) of olumn weight 3,
and H, rate 3/14; Code I, rate 1/20. All outer
odes were regular
rate 8/9, length 999. Overall rate 0.71, with a total blo klength
low-density parity- he k odes over GF (2k ) with mean olumn
of 4995 bits.
weights between 2.6 and 3. The hannel substitution probability
Ps was zero.

ompared. Results are shown for odes of rates approximately 0.7, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.05. For larity, all results are for
hannels without substitution errors.
For the results shown, the length of the low-density
parity- he k ode was no more than 1000 q-ary symbols.
For longer odes, we expe t to see further improvements
in performan e. Improvements ould also be made by using irregular onstru tions for the low-density parity- he k
odes [18℄, [27℄. Nevertheless, the results show watermark
odes are extremely e e tive at ommuni ating over hannels with insertions and deletions.
There are few results in the literature that are dire tly
omparable to those presented here. Levenshtein's expli it onstru tions [7℄ ould only orre t single insertion
or deletion errors. Most subsequent onstru tions orre t a
stri tly limited number of syn hronisation errors (e.g. less
than 3), or else have no known pra ti al de oding algorithm. Re ently Bours [28, se tion 3.5.2℄ developed odes
that ould orre t bursts of insertions and deletions. Rate
0.465 odes of blo klength 15840 bits were presented whi h
had a blo k error rate 10 given a hannel that made
insertion/deletion bursts of expe ted length 6 on average
on e every 9 blo ks. Watermark odes an do mu h better,
even if the syn hronisation errors are un orrelated (whi h
makes them have higher entropy than bursty errors). Figure 8 shows watermark odes of rate 0.5 rea hing blo k
error rate 10 with roughly 100 syn hronisation errors
s attered throughout ea h blo k of length 4002 bits.

forward-ba kward algorithm s ales as XNI , where X is
the number of states in the hidden Markov model (X =
1 + 2x ), N is the length of the hidden sequen e and I
is the maximum length of a burst of insertions. For watermark odes, X limits the loss in syn hronisation that
we onsider within a blo k. Assuming the insertion and
deletion probabilities are equal, the syn hronisation drift
in a blo k of length N is a Gaussian random variable with
mean 0 and varian e N  P =(1 P ) [18℄. If P = 0:05
and X = 70, then for blo ks of length 4000 1% of blo ks
will over ow; we an deal with su h blo ks by in reasing
X and repeating the de oding.
An O(XNI ) algorithm is wasteful for two reasons. First,
the syn hronisation is generally very well determined: for
all odes and noise levels shown in gure 8 the average
syn hronisation error at the end of a blo k was less than 1.
Se ond, most of the entries in the HMM transition matrix
represent weak or disallowed transitions. This is be ause
the syn hronisation only drifts a small amount at ea h step.
These observations allow great redu tion in the omplexity of the de oding algorithm, at a slight expense of a ura y. Given our simple hannel model, a burst of I insertions followed by a transmission is just as likely as two
bursts of I=2 insertions separated by a transmission. In
pra ti e, in the region of su h an event it would be impossible to distinguish transmitted from inserted bits. Hen e,
when de oding, it is suÆ ient to onsider syn hronisation
drifts from 1 to +2 at ea h step (i.e. set I = 2). Longer
insertion events will then be `explained' by several shorter
events, at minimal ost to de oding a ura y.
A. Faster de oding
Also, by performing short ba kward passes as the forA nave implementation of watermark de oding would ward pass progresses, the lo al syn hronisation within a
result in a ostly de oding algorithm. The ost of the blo k an be estimated to within some un ertainty x.
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VII. Complexity and implementation
onsiderations

max

d

d

d

Re eived bits
x
Transmitted bits

L

straints has been found to improve average performan e.
As shown in gure 10, watermark sequen es with maximum run-length less than 4 gave signi antly poorer performan e. As the maximum run-length was in reased, the
results soon be ame indistinguishable from those obtained
for random watermark sequen es.
We have also tried using a Thue-Morse non-repeating
sequen e [29℄ as the watermark sequen e, but we have not
been able to nd any sequen e that gives better average
performan e than the random watermark.
1

Blo k error rate

Then it is only ne essary to propagate paths starting within
the identi ed region. Even without short ba kward passes,
useful speed-ups an be a hieved by onsidering only forward/ba kward pass states with probabilities above a ertain threshold. Combining these hanges, the omplexity of
the de oding algorithm s ales as 4xN rather than XNI .
Furthermore, by identifying the lo al syn hronisation
throughout the blo k, we obviate the need for the arti ial
limit X on the syn hronisation drift. With appropriate
modi ations of the de oding algorithm, it is possible to
perform the forward and ba kward passes through a orridor of width x surrounding the most likely path through
the latti e ( gure 9).
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Insertion/Deletion probability
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Fig. 10. Results for odes with maximum run-length limited watermark ve tors. Overall rate of ode was 3/14, blo klength 4662
bits ( ode C). Outer ode: regular rate 1/2 low-density parityhe k ode over GF (8).

Fig. 9. Use of lo al syn hronisation to restri t the de oding latti e:
Every L bits, the lo al syn hronisation is estimated using a short
ba kward pass. This is used to de ne a ` orridor' in the latti e
VIII. Future dire tions
of width x around the most likely path. Only paths within the
orridor are onsidered
p during de oding. The expe ted drift in A. Channel models
length L is a fa tor L=N smaller than for the whole blo k, so
It would be straightforward to develop watermark odes
redu ing the number of states required in the HMM de oder.

and de oders for di erent hannels. For example, many
hannels of pra ti al interest (e.g. the S-DAT re ording
hannel [30℄) exhibit o asional bursts of syn hronisation
B. Choi e of watermark ve tor
errors as well as more frequent single or double errors. If we
It is possible that watermark ve tors with stru ture hange the hidden Markov model used by the watermark
ould have useful properties not o ered by purely random de oder, we an use watermark odes to ommuni ate over
hoi es. Long runs of zeroes or ones make it impossible su h hannels without further modi ations.
to lo alise deletions (and 50% of insertions) to greater a - B. Irregular watermark odes
ura y than the length of the run. Hen e, it is natural
to onsider using maximum run-length limited (RLL) se- In marker odes [6℄, information- arrying se tions of
quen es as watermark ve tors. [Constraining the minimum a blo k are interspersed with syn hronisation-providing
run-length to be greater than 1 is not expe ted to be use- marker se tions. Marker odes an be viewed as a spe ial
ful.℄
ase of `irregular' watermark odes, i.e. watermark odes
RLL watermark sequen es with maximum run-lengths in whi h the density of the sparse ve tor s is not uniform.
of various length have been ompared. The sequen es were The marker se tions orrespond to regions where s has a
onstru ted using a uniform random bit generator when- density of 0, and information se tions to regions where s
ever the next bit in the sequen e was not determined by the has a density 0.5 and the watermark is set to zero.
RLL onstraints. While it is likely that the worst- ase per- By varying the density of s the information an be spread
forman e of odes with un onstrained random watermark unevenly throughout the blo k with some se tions being
sequen es is worse than that of odes with sequen es sat- used to provide easier syn hronisation. Information about
isfying moderate RLL onstraints, no hoi e of RLL on- variations in the density of s is easily in orporated into

the de oding algorithm. Preliminary work by Ratzer [31℄
suggests that marker odes, de oded using the forwardba kward algorithm, may perform better than regular watermark odes.
If irregular low-density parity- he k odes are used as
the outer ode, a possible hoi e is to vary the density
of s a ording to the weight of the orresponding olumn
of the parity- he k matrix. We onje ture that a good
onstru tion would onne t the high weight olumns of the
parity- he k matrix to the sparser se tions of s.

substitution rate P .
Consider the model sket hed in gure 11 using the latti e notation. This is equivalent to the hannel of gure 1
with no maximum insertion length. Transmissions su er
a fra tion P of substitutions. This representation lends
itself to an eÆ ient implementation of a Viterbi de oder in
integer arithmeti , making it pra ti al to run experiments
over moderately long blo klengths with less restri tive onstraints on the maximum syn hronisation drift. As usual,
we take P = P .
f

f

d

i

C. Iterative watermark de oding

It is possible to use an iterative de oding s heme for the
j
watermark ode. When the watermark de oder rst runs,
all it knows about s is the expe ted density. After one or
more steps of low-density parity- he k de oding, the uri
rent estimate of d ould be used to al ulate a re ned estiDeletion
Transmission
Insertion
mate of the bits of s. This ould be used by the watermark
log(
P
)
log(1
P
P
)
log(P =2)
de oder to generate a new estimate of d. In this way, information passes between the outer and inner de oders using Fig. 11. A simple insertion/deletion hannel. Re eived bits run along
the sum-produ t algorithm. It is likely that signi ant imthe horizontal dire tion, watermark bits along the verti al. In
provements ould be obtained with su h an algorithm.
this model, ea h transition onsists of a single deletion, insertion
c
b

c
b

c
b

d

i

i

or transmission. The transitions are independent and o ur with
xed probabilities, any ombination of the three transition
types may be on atenated to produ e a valid path. Costs of
the transitions are given by the log-probabilities shown. There
is a further ost for transmissions (solid ir le) arriving at a node
(i; j ), whi h is log(1 Pf ) (or log(Pf )) if the re eived bit rj
mat hes (or doesn't mat h) the watermark bit wi .
i.e.

Appendix
odes

Little is known about the apa ity of the insertion/deletion hannel under onsideration, beyond the
bounds of Ullman and Zigangirov [12℄, [13℄.
In this appendix we investigate the resyn hronisation
and de oding limits of watermark odes. We start by
analysing the ability of watermark odes to identify the
position of insertion/deletion errors in the re eived stream.
We show that atastrophi loss of syn hronisation is unlikely whenever insertion/deletion rates are low enough to
admit de oding with blo k error rates below 10 . Se ondly, we examine the quality of the information passed
to the outer de oder. This allows us to onje ture lower
bounds on the apa ity of spe i insertion/deletion hannels.
1

A. Limits of syn hronisation

In this se tion we measure the ability of watermark odes
to resyn hronise the re eived stream. One measure of this
ability is the fra tion of positions in whi h the de oder orre tly determines the syn hronisation drift (i.e. in whi h
the estimated drift x^i := argmaxy Fi (y)Bi (y) is equal to
the true drift, xi ). By examining how this fra tion depends
on the hannel parameters, we an estimate the maximum
density of sparse ve tor, s, for whi h reliable syn hronisation is possible. The fra tion required for su essful outer
de oding depends on the outer ode rate, but is generally
at least 0.5.
In identifying insertion/deletion errors, the watermark
de oder makes no distin tion between watermark ve tor
substitutions that are due to the hannel and those that
are due to s. Hen e, for given P and P , the syn hronisability of the re eived stream depends only on the e e tive
i

c
b

b

d

Limits of watermark

c
b

d

To estimate the range of hannel parameters for whi h
syn hronisation errors remain bounded, the following
method was used. Blo ks of 30,000 random watermark
bits were reated. These were passed through the simulated hannel to produ e re eived bits. A Viterbi de oder
was used to nd the most probable path through the latti e. The de oder was initialised with the true syn hronisation (at the top left of the latti e) but was not given
the end point. The maximum allowed drift (200) was between two and ve times larger than the typi al drift in an
un onstrained model.
The fra tion of orre tly determined drifts (the \ delity"), averaged over multiple blo ks, was re orded. In
gure 12 the delity is plotted as a fun tion of the insertion/deletion and substitution probabilities. When the
insertion/deletion probability is low, good resyn hronisation is possible even for quite high substitution levels. For
example, with P = 0:04 and P < 0:3, over half the reeived bits were orre tly resyn hronised. We onsider su h
high e e tive substitution probabilities P be ause highrate odes require relatively dense ve tors s. For example,
with a low-density parity- he k ode over GF (16), to onstru t a rate 4/5 watermark ode requires a sparse ve tor
of density 0.3125. That is to say, even if the hannel makes
no substitutions the e e tive substitution probability P
is over 30%. In our experien e, with outer odes of rate
greater than 1=2 we require a delity of at least 0.8 to obtain a blo k error rate of less then 10 . For rate 1/10
outer odes, a delity of 0.5 is suÆ ient.
d
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Fig. 13. Average entropy of the symbol-by-symbol likelihoods P (rjdi )
returned by the watermark de oder, as a fun tion of the watermark ode rate. Channel parameters: Pd = Pi = 0:05, Ps = 0.
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Fig. 12. Top: fra tion of orre tly resyn hronised bits ( delity) as
a fun tion of substitution probability, for several settings of Pd ,
with Pi = Pd. Bottom: fra tion of orre tly resyn hronised bits
as a fun tion of insertion/deletion probability, for several settings
of Pf .
B. Limits of de oding

Syn hronisation is only half the battle. To make a deoding, the low-density parity- he k de oder needs a reasonable estimate of the q-ary symbols of the low-density
parity- he k odeword d. In this se tion, the fa tors affe ting the quality of this estimate are investigated. Lower
bounds on the apa ity of insertion/deletion hannels are
onje tured.
The dominant fa tors a e ting the quality of the estimates passed to the low-density parity- he k de oder are
the density f of the sparse ve tor s, and the order of the
eld GF (q). The density f is a fun tion of q and n, the
number of sparse bits used to represent a q-ary symbol. f
limits the a ura y with whi h the watermark de oder determines the syn hronisation, while log(q)=n is the rate of
the watermark ode. For a given density f we would like
to make the rate log(q)=n as large as possible.
Figure 13 shows, as a fun tion of the watermark ode
rate log(q)=n, the average onditional entropy per bit of
d given r. To be pre ise, we show what the onditional
entropy would be in the absen e of the outer ode, namely
the average entropy of the normalised likelihoods P (rjdi )
al ulated by the watermark de oder (equation 4). We now
dis uss the reasons for the observed dependen ies shown in

For a xed watermark ode rate log(q)=n, the density
de reases (albeit non-monotoni ally) as log(q) in reases.
For in reasing q and n, log(q)=n ! H (f ). Hen e, for a
given watermark ode rate, we an make syn hronisation
easier simply by in reasing q (and n) appropriately. The
utility of this approa h is limited by the O(q log q) omplexity of the outer low-density parity- he k de oder.
A more important advantage of in reasing q and n omes
from the fa t that the un ertainty in the bits of s is highly
orrelated over short distan es. As an extreme example,
take the re eived string `0101010101 : : :', and assume that
the de oder has determined that there is a 50% probability that the rst symbol was a spurious insertion, but the
following stream is reliable. The entropy of any single bit
is then 1 (i.e. it might be in either of two equally likely
states), but the joint entropy of groups of n following bits
is also only 1, for all n. In this arti ial example, there
are only two possible values ea h q-ary symbol an take,
regardless of the size of q. If P and P are small, a region
of un ertainty of a hara teristi width surrounds the position of insertion/deletion events. Outside these regions
symbols are more strongly determined.
If q is xed, in reasing n redu es the density of the sparse
ve tor s: asymptoti ally the density of s is (q 1)=nq. For
moderate values of n this redu tion improves de oding, but
in the limit of large n the in reased number of syn hronisation errors present in regions of length n outweighs the
bene t of sparser s. Eventually the entropy in reases with
in reasing n rendering the estimation of the q-ary symbols
more diÆ ult. This e e t is shown most learly in gure 13
for GF (2) and GF (4).
The onditional entropy H (djr) (to be pre ise, the entropy of the normalised symbol-by-symbol likelihood fun tions P (rjdi )) an be used to infer a lower bound on the
apa ity of the hannel using watermark odes. This enf
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tropy depends on the hoi e of n and q, and the hannel
parameters. Figure 14 shows the average onditional entropy H (djr) as a fun tion of the hannel insertion and
deletion parameters.
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Fig. 14. Conditional entropy H (djr), as a fun tion of the hannel
parameters Pd = Pi, Ps . Outer low-density parity- he k ode
de ned over GF (8), blo klength 666. q-ary symbols mapped to
groups of 7 sparse bits ( ode C in table II). The per-symbol
entropy of the likelihoods P (rjdi ) has been divided by log(q).
Results have been averaged over 50 blo ks.

The entropy surfa e identi es upper bounds on the rate
of the low-density parity- he k ode for reliable ommuni ation, for a given hannel and watermark ode. Given
the su ess of low-density parity- he k odes for Gaussian
hannels [16℄, [27℄, we onje ture that this upper bound is
losely approa hable in the limit of long blo klengths and
well designed low-density parity- he k odes. If this onje ture holds then by subtra ting the onditional entropy
in gure 14 from 1 we obtain lower bounds on the apa ity,
Ce , of the e e tive hannel seen by the outer ode after
watermark de oding.
A lower bound on the apa ity of the insertion/deletion
hannel proper may be obtained by multiplying Ce by
the rate of the watermark ode. Figure 15 ompares this
empiri al lower bound on apa ity with the bounds al ulated by Ullman and Zigangirov [12℄, [13℄. The empiri al
lower bounds improve on Zigangirov's lower bound at noise
levels above P = P = 0:1. Furthermore, the empiri al
lower bounds suggest that watermark odes enable pra tial ommuni ation at rates onsiderably greater than the
omputational uto rate.
While these empiri al apa ity bounds are spe ulative,
we believe that, in the absen e of a known apa ity result,
they give a useful indi ation of the limits of watermark
odes.
d

i

Fig. 15. Bounds on the apa ity of an insertion/deletion hannel
with no substitutions. Solid lines show upper and lower bounds
al ulated by Ullman; dotted lines show the lower bound of Zigangirov, and the omputational uto rate for tree-like onvolutional odes. The points show empiri al onje tured lower
bounds obtained using watermark odes of rate 3/7, 4/6 and rate
4/5. The parameters of these three odes are given in table II.
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